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Fault diagnosis of photovoltaic (PV) arrays plays a significant role in safe and reliable operation of PV systems. In this paper, the
distribution of the PV systems’ daily operating data under different operating conditions is analyzed. The results show that the data
distribution features significant nonspherical clustering, the cluster center has a relatively large distance from any points with a
higher local density, and the cluster number cannot be predetermined. Based on these features, a density peak-based clustering
approach is then proposed to automatically cluster the PV data. And then, a set of labeled data with various conditions are
employed to compute the minimum distance vector between each cluster and the reference data. According to the distance
vector, the clusters can be identified and categorized into various conditions and/or faults. Simulation results demonstrate the
feasibility of the proposed method in the diagnosis of certain faults occurring in a PV array. Moreover, a 1.8 kW grid-connected
PV system with 6 × 3 PV array is established and experimentally tested to investigate the performance of the developed method.

1. Introduction

The rapid increase in the amount of grid-connected photo-
voltaic (PV) systems has put forward a significant research
topic, that is, operating condition analysis and fault diagnosis
of PV systems. As one of the most important components,
the performance of PV arrays (DC side) usually affects the
operation of the entire system. However, due to complex
outdoor working environments, the PV array is susceptible
to thermal cycling, humidity, ultraviolet light, hard shadows,
and other environmental factors that cause various faults
such as cracking, hot spots, modules’ short circuit, and PV
strings’ open circuit. As a result, these will lead to power
losses and even fire hazards [1]. The overcurrent protection
devices (OCPDs) and ground fault detection interrupters
(GFDIs) are usually installed as the traditional fault detection
and protection for the PV arrays [2]. However, due to the
nonlinear output characteristics of the PV array, various
faults remain and cannot be eliminated by the protection
devices [3, 4].

To address these problems, various fault diagnosis
approaches for PV arrays have been studied, including
thermal imaging [5–7], earth capacitance measurement
(ECM), time-domain reflectometry (TDR) [8, 9], power loss
analysis [10–12], current and voltage indicators evaluation
[13–16], and machine learning [17–23]. The infrared thermal
imaging method is applied to detect and identify the hot spot
and degradation fault in PV modules according to the
temperature characteristics of the PV module. The ECM is
presented to detect the location of open-circuit faults in PV
strings, and the TDR is applied to identify the degradation
of a PV array. Power loss analysis method is proposed to
detect various types of faults occurring in solar PV systems
by comparing the measured and theoretical output power
of the PV array. The automatic supervision and fault
detection procedure that based on evaluation of current
and voltage indicators in grid-connected PV systems is
proposed to identify the short circuits and open circuits
in PV arrays [13] as well as inverter disconnection and
partial shading conditions [14]. Moreover, the procedure
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is combined with an OLE (Object Linking and Embedding)
for Process Control (OPC) monitoring for remote super-
vision and diagnosis of grid-connected PV systems [15].
Furthermore, the analysis of current and voltage indica-
tors is applied to detect, in real time, the faults related
to bypassed PV modules, open-circuit strings and partial
shading for a PV plant connected to a single-phase grid [16].

Furthermore, to better detect and classify PV faults,
machine learning algorithms are widely carried out. A fault
detection and classification model based on decision tree is
presented to deal with the line-line, open-circuit, and partial
shade faults in PV arrays [17]. Artificial neural network
technique is applied to monitor the health status, measure
degradation, and indicate maintenance schedules of a PV
system [18]. The study in [19] proposed a method to iden-
tifying the short-circuit location of PV modules in one
string by using three-layered feed-forward neural network.
An online PV modules’ fault diagnosis model is estab-
lished based on back propagation neural network [20].
The Bayesian neural network and polynomial regression
models are researched for the evaluation of soiling effects
on PV plants [21]. A new artificial neural network approach
is implemented in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
and has the ability to identify eight types of fault occurring
in a PV array [22]. A semisupervised learning model is
employed for line-line and open fault detection and classifi-
cation in PV arrays [23].

In practice, daily operational data from various PV sys-
tems are stored in the monitoring systems, enabling the
working condition estimation of PV arrays and fault diagno-
sis based on the data [24–26]. According to the distribution
characteristics of PV data analyzed in this paper, a density
peak-based clustering approach for fault diagnosis in PV
arrays is proposed. The approach diagnoses the PV faults
by clustering and classifying the daily operational data. The
advantage of the proposed approach is that a larger amount
of training data and tedious training process are not needed
and only few labeled reference data obtained from a simu-
lated PV system is required to identify clusters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
depicts the distribution characteristics of PV data and the
process of the proposed method. The simulation results are
presented in Section 3, and several working conditions of
PV array are studied. In Section 4, experiments and result
analysis are carried out. Finally, some conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.

2. Proposed Models

In this section, the features of PV data are analyzed, such
as data distribution, cluster shape, and cluster number.
Then, the procedure of the proposed approach is described
in detail.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of series-parallel grid-connected PV system.
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2.1. Photovoltaic Data Distribution. The schematic diagram
of a typical series-parallel grid-connected PV system is
shown in Figure 1. The system generally is comprised of
m × n PV array, a centralized inverter, protection devices
(such as OCPD and GFPD), and connection wires [27].
Usually, the PV array can output maximum power under
variable environment due to the maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) technology of inverters. When faults occur,
however, the MPPT is possible to keep the optimal power
output if the PV array can reach the inverter’s working
voltage. As a result, the current of the PV array may be
significantly reduced, leading to the failure of the OCPD
to clear the fault [3].

In every daily operation cycle, the voltage (VMPP) and
current of PV array at MPPs change due to the variations
of solar irradiance and atmospheric temperature. In order
to investigate the changes of VMPP and IMPP under different
conditions, a normal (NORMAL) and two common faults
of a specific PV array are considered. As shown in
Figure 1, the two faults are line-line (LL) fault and open-
circuit (OPEN) fault, which may be difficult to be cleared
by conventional OCPD. The simulated VMPP versus IMPP
over a range of irradiance and temperature is shown in
Figure 2. Obviously, part of the VMPP and IMPP overlaps,
causing difficulties for the PV fault diagnosis.

To make better visualization and identification of PV
faults, the approach proposed in [13, 23] is applied to
normalize the VMPP and IMPP. The normalization formula
can be expressed as follows:

VNORM =
VMPP

m ×VOC‐REF
,

INORM =
IMPP

n × ISC‐REF
,

1

where VNORM and INORM are the normalized PV voltage and
PV current, respectively; VOC‐REF is the open-circuit voltage
of reference PV module; ISC‐REF is the short-circuit current
of reference PV module (as shown in Figure 1); m is the
number of modules in series in each PV string; and n is the
number of strings in parallel in the array. Hereafter, the data
set of VNORM and INORM is simply referred to as PV data,
which is the input data of the proposed model. The PV data
distribution of a PV array over a range of irradiance and
temperature is shown in Figure 3.

It is clearly demonstrated that the PV data have good data
clustering and the clusters are nonspherical in shape. In each
cluster, data from the bottom to the upper-left indicate the
data from low irradiance tohigh irradiance. In daily operation,
the PV system generally runs under NORMAL condition and
the corresponding PV data are distributed in only a cluster,
that is, cluster A in Figure 3. When fault occurs, such as
LL fault, the data distribution is changed from cluster A
to cluster B. Furthermore, the data may vary from cluster B
to cluster C if another fault happens, such as OPEN fault.
Hence, the number of clusters cannot be predefined. More-
over, the center of each cluster has a relatively large distance
from any points with a higher local density. Therefore, the
PV data can be clustered by using an appropriate clustering
algorithm and then further analyzed for PV array faults.

2.2. Procedure of the Proposed Approach. There are two
phases in our proposed approach. Firstly, the daily PV oper-
ation data are recorded and assigned into several clusters by
using a clustering algorithm. Each cluster represents a kind
of work conditions of the PV array. Secondly, with the aid
of the labeled reference data, each cluster will be identified,
respectively. Thus, the recorded PV data can be divided into
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Figure 2: The VMPP versus IMPP of PV array over a range of
irradiance and temperature.
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the aforementioned work conditions, that is, NORMAL, LL,
OPEN, or their combinations.

2.2.1. Phase 1 PV Data Clustering. Recently, an algorithm
implementing clustering by fast search and find of density
peaks (CFSFDP) published on Science is proposed by
Rodriguez and Laio [28]. This method is based on two
assumptions: the cluster centers must have the highest
local density and they have relatively large distance to
the points with higher density. It has an excellent ability
to analyze arbitrary shape clusters as well as different
dimensional cases and to find cluster centers. As discussed
in Section 2.1, PV data have some features, such as non-
spherical, cluster centers have a relatively large distance
from any points with a higher local density, and cluster
number cannot be predefined. Therefore, the CFSFDP
algorithm is very suitable for the analysis of the PV data.

In CFSFDP, two important indicators are defined and
computed: ρi and δi, which represent the local density of a
data point and the distance from data points of higher
density, respectively. In the proposed approach, for each
PV data point i, the procedure for calculating its ρi and δi
is as follows:

Firstly, the PV data are recorded and organized as
X = x1, x2,…, xN , where xi = VNORMi INORMi

T and N is

the number of PV data points. The distance matrix of data
points should be calculated. Let di j represent the Euclidean
distance between xi and x j; then

di j = xi−x j 2
, 2

where · denotes the 2-norm operator.
Then ρi is calculated by using the Gaussian kernel func-

tion, as follows:

ρi = 〠
N

i=1
exp −

di j
2d 2

c

, 3

where dc is the cutoff distance, which represents the neigh-
borhood range of data point i. The CFSFDP algorithm
suggests that one can choose dc so that the average number
of neighbors is around 1% to 2% of the total number of points
in the PV data set and 2% is applied in this study. And δi is
computed as follows:

δi = min
j ρj>ρi

di j 4

For the point with the highest density, the δi is defined
as max j di j . It is obvious that points with local or global
maxima density have large δi. According to ρi and δi, there
are some characteristics that can be obtained as follows: a
point has high ρ and low δ, which means that the point
i is close to the clustering center; a point has low ρ and
low δ, which indicates that the point is located in the
boundary of the clustering; a point has low ρ and high δ,
which implies that the point is far away from each cluster-
ing and can be noise or outliers. So only the points with
both high ρ and high δ are the clustering centers. There-
fore, the product of ρi and δi is applied to measure the
probability of cluster centers, which is denoted as γi [28].
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Start
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the proposed approach.

Table 1: Main parameters of SM55.

Parameters Values

Maximum power PMPP (W) 55

Maximum power current IMPP (A) 3.15

Maximum power voltage VMPP (V) 17.4

Short-circuit current ISC (A) 3.45

Open-circuit voltage VOC (V) 21.7
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Figure 5: The distribution of PV data.
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In this study, ρi and δi are normalized and employed to
calculate γi as follows:

γi =
ρi

ρmax
·
δi

δmax
5

Thus, only the data points with large γ can be selected
as cluster centers. In our study, each cluster corresponds

to an operational condition of the PV systems and the
number of daily conditions is much smaller than the total
amount of data. Therefore, the 3-sigma (3-σ) rule is applied
as the criterion to automatically select the large γ and then
determine the cluster centers [29].

Finally, after the cluster centers have been found, the
CFSFDP algorithm constructs clusters by assigning other
points to the same cluster as its nearest neighbor of higher
density. The cluster assignment is performed in a single
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Figure 6: Analysis for the NORMAL case: (a) original data, (b) decision graph, (c) the value of γ in decreasing order, (d) data after clustering,
and (e) cluster after identifying.
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step and does not require optimizing any objective func-
tion iteratively.

2.2.2. Phase 2 Cluster Classification. To identify the class of
each cluster, a set of labeled reference data should be created
first. From Section 2.1, PV data have a relatively great distance
among different work conditions at low irradiation. There-
fore, the labeled PV data obtained under low irradiation is
adopted as the reference data. In addition, the reference data
are obtained based on PV simulation models to avoid short-
comings that may be caused by experimental method, such
as the potential safety issue and additional labor cost.

Subsequently, the minimum distance between the labeled
reference data and the clusters is applied to define their
correlation. LetNR represent the number of the reference data
categories and r ∈ 1,NR the id of the reference data categories.
Let NC represent the number of clusters and c ∈ 1,NC the id
of cluster. For cluster c, the minimum distance between it and
each reference data category can be expressed as a row vector:

Dc
M = dc,1,…, dc,r ,…, dc,NR

6

Then each element in the vector is compared with the
cutoff distance dc, respectively. If dc,r < dc, this illustrates that
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Figure 7: Analysis for the combination of NORMAL and OPEN1: (a) original data, (b) decision graph, (c) the value of γ in decreasing order,
and (d) data after clustering and identifying.
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the reference data of r category can be assigned to clus-
ter c. In other words, cluster c can be labeled as r category.
If all the elements are bigger than dc, then the category
of the smallest elements will be found and used to label
cluster c.

Consequently, the flowchart of the proposed approach
for PV array analysis is shown in Figure 4. First, the
daily PV running data, that is, Xi = VNORM1, VNORM2,
VNORM3,…,VNORMN and Yi = INORM1, INORM2, INORM3,…,
INORMN , are recorded, and the Euclidean distance matrix
is created. Subsequently, the neighborhood range of data

points is selected to calculate the local density and the
minimum distance between a point and any other point
with higher density, namely, ρi and δi, respectively. Clus-
ter centers are obtained based on the product of ρi and
δi and then followed by the cluster assignment of all
data points. Finally, clusters are classified by investigating
the minimum distance between the data of each reference
category and that of each cluster. According to the labeled
cluster, the operating status of PV array can be identi-
fied. When a fault is detected, the alarm will be sent out
if necessary.
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Figure 8: Analysis for the combination of NORMAL and LL1: (a) original data, (b) decision graph, (c) the value of γ in decreasing order, and
(d) data after clustering and identifying.
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3. Simulation and Results

In this section, several data sets are constructed to investigate
the performance of the proposed method. First, the settings
of simulation system are introduced. Furthermore, the test
data under different conditions are simulated and briefly
described. Finally, simulation results are presented.

3.1. Simulated PV System. In this study, we adopt one-diode
model for PV module and apply the monocrystalline PV
module SM55 to build a simulation PV system in MATLAB/
Simulink [30]. The schematic diagram of the system is shown
in Figure 1. The system consists of 10 × 5 PVmodules, that is,
m = 10 and n = 5. The main parameters of each PVmodule at
standard test conditions (STC) are shown in Table 1 [31].

The module-plane solar irradiance (GT) and ambient air
temperature (Tamb) can be used for finding the operating
solar cell temperature (Tcell) with the following equation [32]:

Tcell = Tamb +
NOCT− 20

°
C

800W/m2 ·GT , 7

where NOCT is the nominal operating cell temperature of
the PV module SM55 and is chosen as 45°C [31].

3.2. Simulation Data under Different Conditions.As shown in
Figure 5, there are three categories in operating conditions of
the PV system, that is, normal condition, line-line (LL) fault,
and open-circuit (OPEN) fault. The test data are obtained by
simulating a whole daily running status of the PV system. The
input ambient parameters for the simulation system are as
follows: the solar irradiance (GT) widely varying from 100
to 1000W/m2 with step change of 50W/m2 and the ambient
temperature (Tamb) changes from 0°C to 40°C with step by
1°C. The PV data (VNORM versus INORM) under the three
conditions are plotted in Figure 5 and analyzed as follows:

(1) Normal condition: Under the changing of solar irra-
diance and temperature, the PV data usually have the
following operating range: VNORM 0 77,0 86 and
INORM∈ 0 86,0 92 .

(2) Line-line fault: The LL fault category contains two
types of faults: LL1 and LL2. The LL1 fault presents
that there is one-module mismatch between the fault
point “Fault1” and negative conductor (Fault1-Neg)
in the faulted string. Similarly, the LL2 fault is
defined as two-module mismatch in the fault string.
Compared with NORMAL, INORM of LL is slightly
reduced, whereas VNORM is observably decreased.
Besides, the data of NORMAL and LL1 overlap at
high solar irradiance.

(3) Open-circuit fault: the OPEN fault category consists
of two kinds of faults: OPEN1 and OPEN2. They are
defined as open-circuit faults on one string and two
strings, respectively. It is obvious that the OPEN fault
has the same VNORM as the one of NORMAL condi-
tion. However, INORM is reduced in proportion
according to the number of open strings.

3.3. Simulation Results. Although the daily operating tem-
perature range of a PV system is changing, the daily nor-
malized data of the PV system has similar data distribution.
Therefore, to simulate daily running condition of the PV
system, only the data obtained under a low temperature
range (0°C to 20°C) is selected as the test data for analy-
sis in this paper. The reference data are simulated under
the solar irradiance of 210W/m2 to distinguish them
from the test data. The reference data consist of four
categories and are arranged in accordance with the fol-
lowing order: NORMAL, OPEN1, LL1, and LL2; thus
Nr = 4 and r∈ 1, 4 .

As discussed in Section 2.1, there may be a variety of
conditions in the daily operating of the PV system. Therefore,
three cases are researched, including one condition, the
combination of two conditions, and the combination of three
conditions. Simulation results of all cases are shown in
Figures 6–9 and are discussed as follows.

(1) Case Study I: One Condition. The NORMAL condition is
studied in this case, and the original test data are plotted in

Table 2: Parameters of the PV components.

Components Type Parameters

PV modules and reference modules Monocrystalline At STC: PMPP: 100W, IMPP: 5.71A, VMPP: 17.5 V, ISC: 6.03A, VOC: 21.5V

PV array 6 × 3 modules At STC: PMPP: 1.8 kW, IMPP: 17.13A, VMPP: 105V

Grid-connected inverter
Goodwe

GW2500-NS

Max. output power: 2500W;
PV voltage range: 80~500V;

MPPT voltage range: 80~450V

Table 3: Experimental environment and data.

Case Solar irradiances Ambient temperature Amount of data

NORMAL ~170–1020W/m2 26–35°C 1380

Combination of NORMAL and LL1 ~180–930W/m2 9–19°C NORMAL: 710; LL1: 530

Combination of NORMAL and OPEN1 ~180–920W/m2 5–16°C NORMAL: 760; LL1: 500
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Figure 6(a) and are represented with black. According to the
CFSFDP algorithm, the ρi and δi of all data points are
calculated, respectively. Figure 6(b) shows the graph of δi as
a function of ρi for each data point, which is called the
decision graph. The γi in decreasing order is plotted in
Figure 6(c). Compared to the 3-σ level, it is clear that only
the top one can be chosen as the cluster center, indicating
that there exists one cluster. Then, other points are assigned
to the cluster as its nearest neighbor of higher density, as
shown in Figure 6(d). The data points are colored when they
belong to the cluster. It is obviously that all the test data are
correctly clustered.

After the completion of the data clustering, the cluster is
characterized by using the four types of reference data which
are shown in Figure 6(d) with different colors. The dc is cho-
sen to be 0.00289 so that the average number of neighbors is
around 2% of the total number of data. And the minimum
distance vector D1

M is calculated to be [0.00013, 0.16708,
0.01753, 0.04974]. It can be concluded that the first element
of D1

M is smaller than the dc, so the cluster can be character-
ized as NORMAL and is painted with the same color of the
NORMAL REF, as shown in Figure 6(e). Therefore, the test
data of NORMAL condition can be accurately clustered
and characterized.
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Figure 11: Experimental result of the NORMAL case: (a) original data, (b) decision graph, (c) the value of γ in decreasing order, and (d) data
after clustering and identifying.
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(2) Case Study II: Combination of Two Conditions. In this
case, the combination of NORMAL and LL1 and the combi-
nation of NORMAL and OPEN1 are studied, respectively.
For the first one, as can be seen from Figures 7(b) and 7(c),
only one cluster center is found due to the NORMAL and
LL1 with many data overlapping. Thus, the test data are
grouped into the cluster. The minimum distance vector D1

M
equals [0.00013, 0.16709, 0.00052, 0.03143] and the dc equals
0.00321, which illustrates that the first and third elements in
the vector are smaller than dc. However, there is only one

cluster to be identified, and the proposed approach tends to
classify the cluster as LL1 fault (shown in Figure 7(d)) since
the condition of PV array has changed from normal to fault.

For the second combination, as shown in Figures 8(b)
and 8(c), two cluster centers are obtained. The dc is
0.00368. For the two clusters, the D1

M is [0.00013, 0.16708,
0.01753, 0.04974] and D2

M is [0.13573, 0.00039, 0.14365,
0.14686]. Accordingly, it is clear that the first element of
D1

M and second element of D2
M are smaller than dc. Thus,

the other data points are assigned to two clusters based on
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Figure 12: Experimental result of the combination of NORMAL and LL1 case: (a) original data, (b) decision graph, (c) the value of γ in
decreasing order, and (d) data after clustering and identifying.
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the two cluster centers and recognized as NORMAL and
OPEN1, respectively, as shown in Figure 8(d). Consequently,
the test data of this combination can be accurately clustered
and characterized.

(3) Case Study III: Combination of Three Conditions. The
combination of three conditions, that is, NORMAL, OPEN1,
and OPEN2, is investigated. The case represents the three
conditions which successively occur in one day. Hence, there
should be three data clusters. The original data is shown in

Figure 9(a). From Figures 9(b) and 9(c), it is clear that three
cluster centers are properly chosen, that is, Nc = 3. For the
three clusters, the minimum distance vectors are as follows:
D1

M = [0.00013, 0.16708, 0.01753, 0.04974], D2
M = [0.13573,

0.00039, 0.14365, 0.14686], and D3
M = [0.31827, 0.14515,

0.32846, 0.32709]. The dc equals 0.00454; thus, it can be
illustrated that the first element of D1

M and the second ele-
ments of D2

M are smaller than σ. Therefore, clusters one
and two can be classified as NORMAL and OPEN1,
respectively. For the third cluster, it can be found that
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Figure 13: Experimental result of the combination of NORMAL and OPEN1 cases: (a) original data, (b) decision graph, (c) the value of γ in
decreasing order, and (d) data after clustering and identifying.
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all the elements in D3
M are larger than dc, while the second

elements are the smallest. Thus, the cluster can be identified
as the category of OPEN, as shown in Figure 9(d).

Consequently, the proposed approach has the ability to
accurately cluster the PV data in various simulated cases
and diagnoses the faults in PV arrays.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, the presented approach is tested with an
experimental PV system, and the experimental platform as
well as the experimental results is presented.

4.1. Experimental Platform. A 1.8 kW grid-connected photo-
voltaic system is applied to test the performance of the
proposed algorithm under the real working conditions, as
shown in Figure 10. The PV array consists of three PV strings
in parallel, and each string has six modules in series. The ref-
erence PV modules have the same electrical parameters with
the PV array. Moreover, it can be assumed that the PV array
and the reference PV modules have the identical working
environment since they are installed together. Therefore,
the reference PV modules are applied real time normalizing
the PV data online. The overview for parameters of compo-
nents in the PV system is given in Table 2.

Three instances are implemented and studied, including
NORMAL, the combination of NORMAL and LL1, and the
combination of NORMAL and OPEN1. The first case is
carried out in summer with a high running temperature
range, and the other two cases are operated in spring with
a relatively low temperature range. The detailed descrip-
tion about these conditions has been presented in Section
3.2. The experimental environment for the PV array and
the amount of data recorded during the experiments are
given in Table 3.

Besides, the reference data are obtained by using a PV
simulation based on the parameters from Table 2. The refer-
ence data include three categories and are arranged in such a
sequence: NORMAL, OPEN1, and LL1. The solar irradiance
for the PV simulation is fixed at 200W/m2. According to the
operating temperature range of the three cases, the ambient
temperature range for the PV simulation is 21–40°C for the
first case and 0–20°C for the others, respectively.

4.2. Experimental Results. Figures 11–13 illustrate the
experimental results of the aforementioned three cases. It is
obvious that the distribution of experimental data has
remarkable clustering, which is similar to the simulated ones.
For the NORMAL condition, as shown in Figure 11, only
a cluster is found by the proposed approach. And D1

M
equals [0.00011, 0.27664, 0.06441] and dc equals 0.00132,
which indicates that the cluster can be accurately categorized
as NORMAL.

Second, for the second case, as can be seen from
Figure 12, the data are exactly clustered into two groups.
And dc is 0.00238, D

1
M equals [0.00018, 0.27546, 0.05649],

and D2
M equals [0.08573, 0.29803, 0.00016]. Accordingly, it

is clear that the two clusters can be recognized as NORMAL
and LL1, respectively.

Finally, for the third instance, as shown in Figure 13, two
clusters are exactly obtained. The dc is 0.00242. For the two
clusters, D1

M and D2
M equal [0.00055, 0.27494, 0.06779] and

[0.24378, 0.00052, 0.25088], respectively. Therefore, the test
data of this instance can be characterized as NORMAL and
OPEN1, respectively.

Consequently, according to the experimental results, the
proposed approach has the ability to cluster and classify the
daily data of the PV array.

5. Conclusions

According to the distribution features of the daily operating
data from a PV system, a clustering approach has been pre-
sented to identify the working conditions of the PV system
and further diagnose the faults in the PV array. The proposed
method has the ability to cluster the PV data and identify the
clusters based on the minimum distance vector between the
reference data and the clusters. Three kinds of daily work
cases are simulated to validate the effectiveness of the
approach, that is, the normal condition, the combination of
normal condition with one fault, and the combination of
normal condition with two faults. The simulated results
indicate that the method can accurately cluster the PV
data and identify the faults in each case. Furthermore, a
grid-connected PV system is built to test the experimental
performance of the developed approach. Under different
temperatures and irradiation ranges, three daily operating
status of the PV system are implemented and the experimen-
tal results also demonstrate the usefulness of the algorithm in
a practical system.
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